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Abstract 

Australia’s carbon pricing policy remains in doubt due to a lack of bipartisan political support. 
This paper presents and analyses the results from a survey of Australia based carbon 
pricing experts working for large emitters, the finance industry and other organisations. The 
results demonstrate profound policy uncertainty. 40% of respondents expect the current 
carbon pricing mechanism to be repealed, but 80% expect that there will be a carbon price 
in 2020. The forward price curve implicit in the responses is U-shaped and has great 
variance, with the 60% confidence interval spanning from zero to $25/t in 2020. Carbon 
policy uncertainty causes large excess costs in Australia’s energy sector, and may result in 
delay and diversion of investment. 
 

Short description:  
Australia’s carbon price faces an uncertain future. This paper presents and analyses results 
from an expert survey. It demonstrates profound uncertainty about future policy settings, 
implying adverse impacts for investment.  
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1. Introduction 

The Australian government imposed a price on carbon from 1 July 2012, through a carbon 
pricing mechanism that starts with a tax-like mechanism and converts to a cap-and-trade 
scheme in 2015. The legislation follows a long period of policy development and political 
negotiations (Jotzo 2012a; Lloyd 2012). Carbon pricing lacks bipartisan support in Australia, 
and the opposition Coalition has pledged to reverse the policy if they win office. Uncertainty 
about future policy settings in Australia follows many years of domestic debate and 
uncertainty about international carbon policy developments.  

The carbon price is considered the key component of the government’s suite of policies to 
limit or reduce Australia’s greenhouse gas emissions (Australian Government 2011b). 
Expectations about the future of the policy affect investment decisions that in turn determine 
future greenhouse gas emissions and affect energy systems costs. If decision-makers in 
business believe that the carbon price will be here to stay, then investments will tend to go 
toward projects that have a lower carbon footprint, with the extent of investment depending 
on the expected future level of the price. If investors expect the policy to be rescinded, then 
even a reasonably high current carbon price may not promote investment in carbon-reducing 
projects. 

In the recent literature on carbon pricing in Australia, Pearce (2012) examined empirical 
uncertainties about the future economic effects of carbon pricing, and Nelson et al (2010) 
investigated the effect of carbon policy uncertainty on electricity sector investment. However, 
to date there has been no published research that attempts to gauge the extent of policy and 
price uncertainty in the market. The present study fills the gap by way of an expert survey, 
and provides additional analysis.  

We surveyed Australian based experts working for carbon-intensive firms, investors, banks 
and research and other organisations about their expectations about the direction of 
Australian carbon policy and the price level (Jotzo 2012b). In the absence of an observable 
traded futures market in Australian carbon, the survey was designed to elicit ‘best guesses’ 
of future prices approximating a forward price curve and an indication of the expectations 
about the probability that the scheme would be repealed.  

Respondents were individually identified on the basis of their known roles working on carbon 
pricing issues for their companies or their known expertise on the subject. The web-based, 
anonymous survey was conducted from 4 June to 19 June 2012. The survey does not lay 
claim to be representative. However, it covers a significant share of Australia’s expert 
community on carbon pricing, with particularly strong representation from large liable entities 
(greenhouse gas emitters).  
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Responses were received from 76 experts. Of these, 32 work for large Australian liable 
entities, half of them for electricity generators. Together, the liable entities these respondents 
work for accounted for around 178 million tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent emissions 
during 2010-11 (Australian Government 2011a), well over half of emissions covered under 
Australia’s emissions permit scheme.  25 experts from the carbon finance and investment 
sector took part in the survey. Of these, 15 identified as institutional investors, the rest work 
for banks or project financiers. A further 19 respondents worked for consultancy and 
advisory firms, universities, as well as non-government organisations. Many of the 
respondents are likely to be close to, or involved in, investment decisions that are affected 
by the carbon price outlook.  

The wording of the survey questions and detailed statistics can be found in the Appendix. 

2. Probability of repeal  

The most fundamental source of uncertainty about Australia’s carbon pricing mechanism is 
the lack of cross-party political support for the carbon price. While both the Australian Labor 
Party and the Liberal-National Coalition parties supported emissions trading schemes in 
their 2007 election platforms, the Coalition abandoned its support for carbon pricing in 2009 
and voted against the Labor government’s carbon pricing legislation in Parliament on several 
occasions in 2009. The Labor government was returned at the 2010 election without a 
parliamentary majority, but secured passage of carbon legislation (Clean Energy Act 2011) 
in late 2011 with the votes of three unaligned MPs and one Australian Greens MP in the 
lower house and the Australian Greens senators in the upper house, who had made carbon 
pricing a precondition of their support for the government. The legislation entered into force 
on 1 July 2012.  

The next election is expected in the second half of 2013, though it could occur at any point 
between now and November 2013. Polling at the time of the survey indicated that the 
opposition Coalition was expected to win decisively.  The Coalition has pledged to repeal the 
legislated carbon framework and replace it with a taxpayer-funded abatement purchasing 
program.   

If the Coalition were to win and gain control of both houses of parliament, it could pass 
legislation to repeal the carbon framework within a year of taking office. If it only wins control 
of the lower house and the Senate blocked the repeal bill, it may need to use constitutional 
provisions to call a further election to break a deadlock between the houses, delaying repeal 
of the price and adding further political risk to the policy outlook.  

We asked respondents whether they expected the carbon pricing legislation to be repealed 
(’entirely or substantially revoked’) at the end of each calendar year between 2012 and 
2016. We separately asked whether they expected a carbon price to be in place in the years 
2018, 2020 and 2025.  
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79% of respondents expect that there will be a carbon price in Australia 2020, and 81% by 
2025. However, 38% expect the current carbon pricing legislation to be repealed by the end 
of 2015, and 40% by 2016 (Figure 1). Over half of those who expect that the current 
legislation will be repealed expect such repeal to occur during the year 2014. Yet half of 
those who expect repeal think that a carbon price will be re-instated by 2020.  

Expectations about repeal differ markedly between the groups of respondents. Over half of 
respondents from liable entities expected that the carbon price will be revoked, whereas only 
a quarter of surveyed representatives from the finance and investment sector expected 
repeal.  

We can only conjecture about the reasons for this divergence in expectations between 
groups of experts, and we are not aware of other work that has tested for such differences. 
We note that liable entities have, on the whole, been more active in political lobbying about 
the carbon policy than the finance sector. We also note that the result may be consistent 
with ‘wishful thinking’, as many liable entities would be better off without a carbon price, 
while the finance sector would lack a method to price carbon emissions exposures in their 
investments, and in some cases may miss out on business opportunities.  

These results indicate a remarkable extent of expected policy instability. While there is an 
overwhelming expectation that there will be a price on carbon in the longer run, a sizeable 
portion of experts think that the current legislation will not last – and implicitly, that it will be 
reintroduced or replaced by different carbon pricing legislation later in this decade. 

Figure 1: Probability of a carbon price being in force  

 
 
Source: CCEP Australia Carbon Pricing Survey (Jotzo 2012). Data in the Appendix. 
Note: The results in Figure 1 combine responses from a question about the expectation of repeal of the current 
carbon pricing mechanism (years 2013-16) and the existence of a carbon price in later years (2018-25). 
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3. Australia’s future carbon price 

Australia’s carbon legislation prescribes a fixed price on carbon for the first three years of 
the scheme. The price starts at $23 per tonne (t) of carbon dioxide equivalent in 2012-13 
and rises to $25.40/t by 2014-15.1 From mid-2015, the legislation foresees a cap-and-trade 
scheme, with permits auctioned into the market and international emissions units eligible for 
acquittal in the Australian scheme.  

The original legislation as it applied at the time of the survey stipulated that market prices 
were to be bounded for three years (2015-16 to 2017-18) by a ‘floor price’ of $15/t rising at 
4% real per year, and a ‘ceiling price’ starting at $20/t above the market price and rising at 
5% real per year. The government has since announced the intention to amend the 
legislation to remove the floor price and in turn link to the EU emissions trading market, 
which would determine the Australian price.2  

The defining question for the effectiveness of the carbon price is what expectations decision-
makers in business form over future carbon prices. The price expectation will depend on 
considerations such as whether there is carbon pricing in Australia, whether a fixed price or 
price floor or ceiling applies and at what price level, whether Australia will be a buyer of 
international emissions units (which in turn depends on Australia’s emissions target, 
domestic emissions trajectory and policy settings), and which types of units are allowed into 
Australia’s scheme and in what quantities. 

3.1 Price expectations 

We asked survey participants what effective carbon price they expect to apply to Australian 
liable entities at different points in time, also explicitly giving the option of ‘no carbon price’.3   

The average (mean) expected carbon price averaged over all responses (with ‘no carbon 
price’ responses counted as a price of zero) is $23/t (of CO2-equivalent emissions) at the 
end of 2013, just below the legislated price for that point in time. The average expected price 
then falls to just $10/t to $11/t during 2016 to 2018. It then rises to $16/t at 2020 and $22/t at 
2025 (Figure 2). The median price expectation is higher than the averaged responses during 
most years, as a result of a left-skewed distribution on account of a sizeable share of ‘zero’ 
responses.   

Taking averages only over those responses that expect that a carbon price to apply (that is, 
excluding ‘no carbon price’ responses), similarly yields a U-shaped forward price curve, but 
at a higher level, with a minimum of $16/t during 2016 to 2018. 

                                                
1 Unless otherwise noted, dollar figures in this paper are in nominal AUD. 
2 That announcement was made on 28 August 2012.  
3 The expectations about future carbon price levels elicited here are best interpreted as an 
aggregation of ‘best guesses’ by people who have knowledge and informed views about the factors 
that will determine future prices. The average expected prices derived in this survey, as well as in 
other expert surveys (eg EIU 2012, Point Carbon 2012), differ conceptually from forward prices in 
markets, which reflect market expectations but adjust them for risk and are subject to demand and 
supply of capital. They also differ conceptually from forecasts of prices that are based on quantitative 
analysis of underlying market factors and assumptions about policy settings. 
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A forward price curve that falls substantially before rising again is unusual. It reflects policy 
settings and possibly future policy changes, namely that (1) in the short term, a price is 
perceived to be locked in for a period of time; (2) in the medium term, the carbon price could 
be repealed or fall to much lower levels; and (3) in the longer term, carbon pricing is widely 
expected to be in force, at rising levels.   

Expectations about the carbon price diverge greatly. While around 20% of respondents 
expected a zero effective carbon price at 2020 and 2025, another 20% of respondents 
expected a carbon price of $25/t or more, and $35/t or more in 2025. In other words, the 
60% confidence interval spans from zero to $25/t.  

Respondents from emitting companies on average expected a lower carbon price than 
respondents from the finance and investment community and other experts, reflecting the 
greater expectation among emitters of repeal of the legislation. For example, the average 
2016 carbon price expected by experts from liable entities is just $7/t, compared to $13/t for 
experts from the finance and investment industry. The difference is predominantly due to 
differing shares of respondents expecting no carbon price to apply, rather than to differences 
in expected prices among respondents who expected a positive price.  

3.2 Price floor 

Australia’s carbon pricing legislation foresees a price floor starting at $15/t for the period 
2015/16 to 2017/18, which could potentially be extended. As mentioned above, the 
government has since announced the intention to remove the floor price, and instead link to 
the EU emissions trading scheme. A binding limit on the use of international offset credits 
from developing countries is to ensure that the Australian price will be set in combined 
market for European and Australian emissions permits, not the market for CDM credits.  

At the time of the survey, signs were emerging that government might reconsider the price 
floor, but no announcements had been made.  

Survey participants were asked whether they expected a price floor to be in place at the end 
of different calendar years. 58% of respondents expected a price floor to apply at the end of 
2015 – that is, almost all the respondents who expected that there would be a carbon price 
in 2015 also expected that the floor price would then apply. Just over one third of 
respondents still expected a price floor to apply at the end of the years 2018 to 2020, 
beyond its original three-year legislated duration.   
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Figure 2: Expected carbon price for Australia 

 
Source: CCEP Australia Carbon Pricing Survey (Jotzo 2012). Data in the Appendix.  

 

3.3 The cost of abatement in Australia 

Economic analysis based on computable general equilibrium modelling indicates that to 
reverse underlying growth in Australia’s domestic emissions, carbon prices would need to be 
higher than the starting price under the existing policy, and higher than current prices in 
international markets. The Australian Treasury (Australian Government 2011c) has 
estimated that achieving a 5% reduction in emissions from 2000 levels by 2020 through a 
domestic carbon price alone would result in a marginal cost of abatement (carbon price) of 
$62/t (in 2010 dollars). In Treasury’s central scenario of a carbon price rising to $29/t by 
2020, domestic emissions stay roughly constant from current levels.  

A key source of abatement in the short term could be the switch to lower-carbon sources of 
electricity generation, particularly from coal (currently 80% of generation) to natural gas 
(currently 10%). Gas-fired electricity is less emissions-intensive than coal-fired electricity per 
unit of electricity generated depending on the technologies used (Hardisty et al 2012). The 
extent of fuel switching will depend on electricity demand, fuel prices, technology costs and 
the carbon price. A recent study of electricity technology costs in Australia (BREE 2012) 
indicated that at a carbon price of $32/t, a new-build combined cycle gas turbine plant would 
be cheaper than a new black coal plant in 2020 on a levelised-cost-of-electricity basis. The 
‘break-even’ carbon price depends primarily on the relative prices of coal and gas, and this 
ratio could change substantially in coming years, in particular in response to developments 
in gas supply and international linkage of the Australian gas market.  

The costs of producing electricity from renewable sources, such as solar and wind power, 
has fallen sharply and is expected to continue decreasing (BREE 2012). However, in the 
medium term the carbon price required to make them cost competitive is typically as high or 
higher than that required for coal-gas substitution.  
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On the other hand, so-called ‘bottom-up’ studies of abatement options (ClimateWorks 2010, 
McKinsey 2008) have identified large abatement potential at low or even negative cost, 
particularly in improving energy efficiency. Furthermore, experience with market-based 
schemes to reduce pollution in Australia and other countries has shown that putting a given 
price on pollution tends to yield greater abatement than anticipated (Daley and Edis 2010). 
These factors suggest that a given level of carbon price may have a greater effect than 
suggested by top-down modelling.  

4. International market prices, Australia’s market integration and the national 
target 

Australian carbon prices can be compared to prices paid in the markets for emissions 
allowances under the EU emissions trading scheme (ETS), and for Certified Emissions 
Reductions (CERs) from projects under the Kyoto Protocol’s Clean Development 
Mechanism (CDM). Prices in these markets could in future be reflected in Australia’s carbon 
prices through international trading of emissions units.  

4.1 The global price outlook 

Demand for European Union carbon allowances (EUAs) has fallen with declining electricity 
demand and industrial output in the wake of the recession following the financial crisis. The 
supply of EUAs is fixed in advance, and many firms receive free allowances based on 
historical emissions levels. Market analysts indicate that the market is significantly 
oversupplied, with an expected surplus of nearly 1.3 billion EUAs over the period to 2020 
compared to an annual cap of 2 to 2.2 billion allowances (Curien and Lewis 2012).  

The price of December 2012 EUAs has fallen from a high of EUR 34 in July 2008 to an 
average of EUR 7 in the first half of 2012. At the time of writing, European political leaders 
were discussing re-phasing auctions of allowances to give some short-term support to the 
price, and potentially cancelling hundreds of millions of allowances to completely remove 
them from the scheme. The price of European allowances has been described as a ‘political 
option’ on the prospects for reform of the scheme (Curien and Lewis 2012). 

To date, the primary units traded internationally have been Certified Emission Reductions 
(CERs) issued under the Kyoto Protocol. European firms have been the largest buyers of 
CERs, and in past years the CER price has tended to correlate with the price of official 
European Union allowances (EUAs) under the EU emissions trading scheme. Most recently, 
however, CERs have traded at prices of less than half the EUA prices. This is thought to 
reflect the fact that the European Union has quantitative limits on the use of CERs in its 
scheme, and that these quantitative limits are expected to be filled, placing a hard ceiling on 
EU demand for CERs. The trading price for Australian permits would similarly be decoupled 
from the CER market price, after the change in Australia’s system announced in August 
2012. 
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Market analysts expect the correlation between EUAs and CERs to weaken further as 
European firms face tighter restrictions on the volume and categories of CERs they can use 
to meet their liabilities. The exchange-traded forward market for CERs extends only to 2014 
and is very illiquid, reflecting significant uncertainty about the outlook for the CER price. 
Some analysts expect the CER price to continue to decline further from current historical 
lows (Bloomberg 2011) and others have wondered whether there will still be a CER market 
in two years’ time (CDC Climat 2012).  

Other carbon markets exist. Under the New Zealand emissions trading scheme, firms can 
acquit an unlimited number of CERs to meet their liabilities, and the price of New Zealand 
units (NZUs) has tracked the price of CERs. The Californian emissions trading scheme by 
contrast is not linked to international carbon markets and to date the carbon price there 
appears largely uncorrelated with prices in other carbon markets. 

Figure 3: Historical prices in international markets 

 
Sources: Point Carbon, Reserve Bank of Australia, Deutsche Bank. Note: EU credits refers to EU emissions 
allowances for December 2012 delivery; CDM credits refers to Certified Emissions Reductions (CERs) for 
December 2012 delivery; prices for Californian permits are spot market prices.   

4.2 Expected international prices 

Average responses in our survey have the market price for EU allowances (EUAs) under the 
emissions trading scheme rising steadily after 2013. The average expected EUA price 
surpasses the expected Australian price in 2016, and reaches $23/t by 2020 (Figure 4). The 
expected price for emissions reduction credits from the CDM also is expected to rise 
steadily, tracking at roughly two thirds of the level of the EU allowance price, in contrast to 
the analyses of the CDM market discussed above.  
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The average expected Australian price tracks in-between the average expected prices for 
CDM credits and EU allowances, except for the period to 2015 when the expected 
Australian price is higher. If taking into account only responses that expect a positive carbon 
price, the expected Australian price tracks closely below the expected EU price from 2015 
onwards.  

Variability in expectations about EU and CDM prices is large, though not as high as for the 
Australian carbon price. The 20th percentile of expected prices see the EU price at $16/t in 
2020, while the 80th percentile is at $30/t. The corresponding interval for the CDM at 2020 is 
$6/t to $20/t.  

Expectations of future prices differ between the groups of respondents, but to a much 
smaller extent than for the Australian price. Respondents from the finance and investment 
sector on average expected higher prices than in the full sample, and respondents from 
liable entities on average expected lower prices.  

In considering expected prices for international markets in this study, it needs to be borne in 
mind that this survey has asked Australian experts for their price expectations in Australian 
currency. The average exchange rates over the period of the survey were 1.00 AUD/USD 
and 1.25 AUD/EUR.   

Figure 4: Average expected prices for EU allowances and CDM credits  

  
Source: CCEP Australia Carbon Pricing Survey (Jotzo 2012). Data in the Appendix.  
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4.3 Linking with other carbon markets 

The Australian government has made it clear that it intends to link the Australian emissions 
trading scheme with similar schemes such as those in Europe and New Zealand, and 
possibly also emerging schemes in other countries, provided they have comparable 
abatement targets and compatible design and market rules. Links could take the form of full 
bilateral trade in carbon units or limited one-way trade. At the time of the survey, the 
government had not announced its timetable for linking. Given that the volume of allowances 
and the level of carbon prices differ considerably across markets, it is likely that local price 
expectations will be materially affected by expectations about the timing and extent of 
international linking.    

In the months preceding the survey, the government had placed increased emphasis on 
linking in its public communications, but an announcement about the linking arrangement 
agreed with the EU was made only in August 2012, after the survey had concluded.  

Our sample of experts were asked whether they expect that the Australian and EU 
emissions permit schemes will be linked by the end of different calendar years. This was 
seen predominantly as a longer-term prospect. Just 18% of respondents expected linking to 
occur by the end of 2015, while 60% expected Australia-EU linking by 2020 and 78% by 
2025.  

This result indicates that the government’s EU linking deal came as a surprise to the large 
majority of Australian carbon policy experts.  

4.4 The national emissions reduction target 

The Australian government made an official pledge in the context of the UN climate change 
talks in Copenhagen in 2009 to reduce Australia’s emissions (net of international traded 
emissions units) by 5% below 2000 levels by 2020. By some estimates, that pledge amounts 
to a reduction of over 20% in 2020 relative to business-as-usual (Australian Government 
2010). In addition to this unconditional pledge, a pledge was also made to reduce emissions 
up to 15% or 25% conditional on other countries’ commitments and actions and the 
existence of an international climate agreement. The pledge has the formal support of the 
Coalition opposition parties, but it has been criticised by the Australian Greens for being 
inadequate. It will be subject to a formal review by Australia’s Climate Change Authority. 

Survey participants were asked about their expectation of what Australia’s official emissions 
target for 2020 will be, as it will apply at the end of 2015. There is almost no expectation that 
an alternative government would retract Australia’s national emissions target. Only 4% 
expected that there will be no official 2020 target in place at the end of 2015. 70% of 
respondents expected that the 5% reduction target will still apply. The remaining 26% 
expected the target to be in the range of 10% to 20%.  
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The level of Australia’s national target is likely to have only a marginal effect on the carbon 
price if Australian emitters have access to emissions units traded in international markets. 
Australia’s permit price will be determined by supply and demand in international markets, 
and changes in Australian demand are likely to have only small effects on international 
market prices.  

A change in target would however directly affect the amount of emissions units purchased 
overseas (or the amount of permits sold to other countries), with impacts on overall national 
compliance costs. As an illustration, moving from the 5% to a 15% national reduction target 
would require the purchase of (approximately) 55 million tonnes of additional emissions 
reductions per year by 2020. If these purchases were made at the mean expected EU price 
of $23/t, the bill would come to $1.3 billion per year, and less if purchases were made in 
lower-priced markets such as for CERs.  

If there was no carbon pricing mechanisms, then achieving a reduction target would in all 
likelihood require significant alternative policy measures and/or government purchases of 
international emissions reductions units. 

 

5. Investment under carbon policy uncertainty 

The survey results suggest that the community of experts who are close to or even directly 
involved in decisions about carbon intensive investments and their alternatives does not 
have reliable information about the policy outlook and future market developments. This 
could have profound implications for the extent and nature of investments made.   

5.1 Additional costs in the energy sector  

Uncertainty about climate policies can have substantial effects on investment decisions. This 
is particularly pertinent in Australia’s electricity sector. From an investor’s perspective, the 
problem arises if a policy announced cannot be relied upon to be implemented, or policies 
already implemented may be reversed (Helm et al 2003).  

Investments that reduce carbon emissions meet the three conditions identified by Dixit under 
which waiting has a positive value (Dixit 1992). First, the investments entail some sunk costs 
- expenditure that cannot be recouped if the investment decision is later reversed. Second, 
the prevailing conditions are uncertain and information arrives gradually. Third, the 
investment opportunity does not disappear if it is not taken immediately. Waiting until more 
information about prevailing conditions is available - in the case of low-carbon investment, 
information about the carbon price over the payback period of an investment - can reduce 
the investor’s exposure to revenue risks. In the absence of reliable information about the 
outlook for carbon prices, the value of waiting for better information may be greater than the 
potential cost savings from making low-carbon investments.  

But while waiting for more information before making investment decisions may be privately 
optimal, deferred investment is likely to carry a social cost through more costly ad-hoc 
interim investments and higher resource costs when certainty is finally provided.  
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In the context of low-carbon electricity sector investments, for example, carbon price 
uncertainty is likely to lead sub-optimally to investment in open-cycle gas turbine (OCGT) 
plants ahead of combined-cycle gas turbine (CCGT) plants (SKM/MMA, 2011). OCGT plants 
have a lower capital cost than CCGT plants and are likely to be favoured to meet short-term 
peak demand needs, but they produce higher carbon emissions and have higher fuel costs 
and typically higher costs per unit of power output overall. OCGT plants are often the 
marginal supplier in the national electricity market (in particular supplying electricity at times 
of peak demand) and set the wholesale electricity price. The higher costs flow on throughout 
the economy.  

According to the Australian Electricity Market Operator (AEMO 2012), planned investment in 
new capacity is largely renewable and peaking plant, with proposals for over 13,000 MW of 
wind generation and over 11,000 MW of open-cycle gas turbine (OCGT) generation publicly 
announced. The rate of construction of wind generation is largely determined by Australia’s 
renewable energy target (which mandates a minimum amount of electricity generated from 
renewable sources). While some OCGT plants would be built to back up wind generation 
plants to address their intermittent energy supply (Strbac et al 2007), fewer OCGT plants 
would be built if investors were confident that a carbon price was here to stay or if they were 
certain that it was not.  

Nelson et al (2010) found that investment in suboptimal capital stock could add 3% to 6% to 
retail electricity prices. Another study estimated that the cost of policy uncertainty in the 
electricity sector could range from $1-2 billion per year in the short- to medium-term to as 
much as $5 billion per year in the longer term (Deloitte 2011). A further study found that if 
market participants expected carbon pricing to be introduced one day, delaying carbon 
pricing by four years would add $1 billion to generation costs alone through investment in 
more expensive and less efficient generation plant (SKM/MMA 2011). 

Thus, the cost of policy uncertainty in the electricity sector alone could be higher than the 
cost of ramping up Australia’s national emissions target by 10 percentage points, as outlined 
in the preceding section. 

5.2 Delay and diversion of investment 

A more fundamental effect of sustained policy uncertainty could be that investment in some 
sectors is curtailed, as investors are unwilling to allocate capital even at higher (risk 
adjusted) rates of return. While energy sector companies and dedicated energy sector 
investors will reflect policy uncertainty in risk premiums associated with investment 
decisions, portfolio investors, including institutions such as pension funds, insurance 
companies, endowments and diversified funds managers, which rely on strategic asset 
allocation to determine investment priorities, may simply limit investment to sectors with high 
levels of policy uncertainty. Such credit rationing (Jaffe and Stiglitz 1990) could potentially 
affect Australia’s energy sector as investors focus on sectors with greater policy certainty 
and fewer investment risks. 
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Portfolio investors provide capital not only to the energy sector but also to other sectors 
including transport and mining. They also provide capital to other classes of investment that 
may be unrelated to energy markets, for example government bonds or real estate. The 
relative size of investment allocations to each sector and asset class are made with 
reference to expectations of the likely risk-adjusted returns. Investment risks may take the 
form of credit risk, market risk, operational risks or sovereign risk, including risks associated 
with government policy (Horcher, 2005). 

Uncertain government policy is an investment risk that can reduce confidence in the value 
attributed by investors to potential financial returns in a given sector and lead investors to 
favour other sectors. On this view, investment in the energy sector may be delayed until the 
potential consequences of irreversible investment decisions are mitigated through greater 
certainty (Dixit and Pindyck 1994).  

Economics literature tends to neglect the practices of portfolio investors and imperfect 
capital markets generally. Despite this, in practice, if policy uncertainty is pervasive, portfolio 
investors may select alternative investment opportunities in other sectors where, other things 
being equal, policy is more predictable. Should policy uncertainty persist in the Australian 
energy sector, credit rationing may constrain the availability of capital to the energy sector in 
favour of investment opportunities in other sectors.  

Despite the possibility that some investors will favour investments in alternative sectors with 
more certain policy, our survey indicates that Australian emitters have not entirely shied 
away from making investments in emissions reductions. We asked survey participants who 
work for large emitters whether their companies had undertaken emissions reductions 
activities or investments in anticipation of the carbon price, or expect to do so in the next 
three years. 69% of respondents indicated that their company had already undertaken 
emissions reduction activities or investments in anticipation of a carbon price, and 84% 
expected their company to do so over the course of the next three years. This does not 
however allow conclusions regarding the nature and strength of the companies’ actions.  
	  

6. Conclusions 

Uncertainty about future carbon policy has dogged Australia’s investment community for 
years, and it is set to continue amidst a deep political division in Australia between parties 
supporting carbon pricing and parties rejecting it. The continuing uncertainty is likely to have 
adverse impacts on investment decisions, in particular in Australia’s electricity supply sector. 

The survey described in this paper shows pervasive uncertainty among Australia’s relevant 
expert community about the future of Australia’s carbon pricing policy, expressed in the 
expectation by 40% of the sample that the current carbon pricing policy will be repealed. At 
the same time however there is a strong expectation that carbon pricing will be a feature of 
Australia’s economic policy framework in the medium to long term, with 80% of the sample 
expecting a carbon price to be in effect at 2020. An overwhelming majority expect that 
Australia will retain its national target to reduce emissions by 5% relative to year 2000 levels 
or increase its ambition.  
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The forward curve for Australia’s carbon price is U-shaped, reaching its minimum of less 
than half the current carbon price at 2016. This is highly unusual for a forward price curve, 
and is driven by expectations that there may be policy change. The extent of dispersion of 
expected prices in our sample is remarkable. While around 20% of respondents expect a 
zero effective carbon price at 2020 and 2025, the highest 20% of responses expect a carbon 
price of $25/t or more, and $35/t or more in 2025. Some of this profound uncertainty is 
related to international policy and market developments, but most of it stems from domestic 
politics. 

Policy uncertainty has already led to relatively inefficient investment in Australia’s energy 
sector. Continued policy uncertainty will likely lead to further avoidable excess costs, and 
could delay financing to parts of Australia’s energy sector, or divert financial resources to 
other sectors. The additional costs imposed by policy uncertainty are likely to be significant 
relative to the total cost of reducing Australia’s greenhouse gas emissions in a cost-effective 
manner.  

In recent Australian history, carbon pricing is probably the starkest example of persistent 
economic policy uncertainty. There is no realistic solution in sight short of re-establishing a 
durable bipartisan political agreement.  
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Appendix: Survey questions and responses 

Section 1.  Category of your company or organisation   

Which category best describes your company or organisation? 
 

 Number of 
respondents 

Share % 

Liable entity  32 42% 

 … Electricity industry 16 21% 

…  Emissions intensive trade exposed 
industry 

10 13% 

… other or not stated 6 8% 

Finance/investment 25 33% 

… Institutional investor 15 20% 

… Bank 6 8% 

… Project financier 4 5% 

Other experts (labelled ‘research / non-
government’ in the survey; also includes 
selected legal practices, consultancies, 
and other carbon pricing experts) 

19 25% 

Total 76 100% 
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Section 2. Repeal of the carbon price 

Do you expect that Australia's carbon pricing scheme will have been repealed, by the end 
of the following calendar years?  

(This refers to a situation where the Australian carbon pricing legislation is entirely or 
substantially revoked.) 

Share of ‘Yes’ responses (as share of total Yes or No responses, ignoring empty 
responses): 

  

 

Full sample 

Subgroups 

 Liable Entities Finance Others 

2012 0% 0% 0% 0% 

2013 5% 6% 4% 5% 

2014 27% 38% 17% 21% 

2015 38% 53% 26% 26% 

2016 39% 53% 26% 32% 

Number of 
respondents  74 32 23 19 

Note: where respondents answered ’yes’ for a particular year but did not submit a response for other years, it 
was assumed that ’yes’ applied for subsequent years and ’no’ for preceding years. 
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Section 3.  Australia's carbon price (A$/tCO2-equivalent) 

What is your expectation of the effective carbon price that will apply to Australian liable 
entities at the end of the following calendar years?  (Options: free numerical input, or 
choose ’no carbon price’) 

[‘Effective carbon price’ is defined as the average price in official Australian carbon unit 
auctions and secondary markets. This includes a floor price if applicable (whether applied as 
a minimum auction price or as a surrender charge on international units). Unit: A$/tCO2-
equivalent. Choose ‘no carbon price’ if you expect the carbon pricing mechanism to have 
been substantially repealed.] 
 
Full sample (A$/t):  

 Mean 
price 

Median 
price 

Stan-
dard 
devi-
ation 

20th 
percen-
tile price 

80th 
percen-
tile price 

Mean price, 
excluding ‘no 
carbon price’ 
responses 

Share of ‘no 
carbon price’ 
responses  

Number of 
respon-
dents 

2013 22 23 6 23 24 23 5% 74 

2014 18 24 11 0 25 24 26% 74 

2015 13 15 11 0 25 21 38% 74 

2016 10 15 9 0 16 16 40% 70 

2018 11 14 9 0 18 16 33% 67 

2020 16 15 12 0 25 20 21% 67 

2025 22 22 17 5 35 28 19% 66 
 
Note: a ‘No carbon price’ share includes explicit ‘no carbon price’ responses, entries of zero for the carbon price, 
and responses that expected the carbon pricing legislation repealed at a point in time but did not register an 
explicit response for the price in that year. 	  

Average for groups of respondents (A$/t):  

 Liable entities Finance/investment Other experts Full sample 

2013 22 22 21 22 

2014 16 20 19 18 

2015 10 16 17 13 

2016 7 13 10 10 

2018 9 13 12 11 

2020 12 21 17 16 

2025 17 28 23 22 
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Section  4. CER market price and EU Allowance price 

What is your expectation of the average market price for Certified Emissions Reductions 
(CERs) from the CDM, eligible for acquittal in Australia at the end of the following calendar 
years? 

What is your expectation of the average market price for EU emissions allowances at the 
end of the following calendar years? 

(‘Average market price’ is defined as average prices in secondary markets, exclusive of a 
surrender charge if applicable. Unit: A$/tCO2-equivalent.) 

CER market price (A$/tCO2-equivalent): 

 Mean Median Standard 
Deviation  

20th 
percentile 

80th 
percentile 

Total  
number of 
respondents 

2013 7 6 3 5 10 52 

2014 8 8 4 5 10 51 

2015 9 10 4 5 15 52 

2016 10 10 5 5 15 50 

2018 12 10 6 6 18 50 

2020 14 15 9 6 20 49 

2025 19 17 13 8 28 49 

 

EU allowance market price (A$/tCO2-equivalent): 

 Mean Median Standard 
Deviation 

20th 
percentile 

80th 
percentile 

Total  
number of 
respondents 

2013 10 10 3 7 12 52 

2014 11 10 4 8 15 51 

2015 14 14 5 10 18 52 

2016 16 15 6 10 20 50 

2018 19 18 7 14 25 50 

2020 23 22 10 16 30 49 

2025 30 27 17 19 46 49 
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Section 5. Price floor 

In your expectation, will a price floor be in place at the end of the  
following calendar years? 
 

 Share % Total number of 
respondents 

 Yes No 

2015 58% 42% 72 

2016 47% 53% 70 

2018 34% 66% 70 

2020 35% 65% 65 

2025 22% 78% 68 
Note: where respondents answered ‘no carbon price’ in the earlier question for Australia for a particular year, 
but did not submit a response regarding the price floor, this was counted as a ‘no’ response on the price floor. 

 

Section 6. Australia-EU linking 

In your expectation, will the Australian and EU emissions permit schemes be linked by the 
end of the following calendar years? 
 

 Share % Total number of 
respondents 

 Yes No 

2015 18% 82% 68 

2016 19% 81% 67 

2018 26% 74% 70 

2020 60% 40% 67 

2025 78% 22% 65 
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Section 7. Australia's 2020 target as it will apply at the end of 2015 

What is your expectation of Australia’s official national 
emissions target for 2020,  
as it will apply at the end of the 2015? 

 (‘National emissions target’ is defined as the percentage 
reduction at 2020 relative to 2000 in Australia’s national 
emissions net of transfers of international emissions units. 
The target may or may not be binding via an international 
treaty. It is taken to be whatever the government at the time 
defines as the national target.) 

 

Number of respondents: 76 

 

Section 8. Emissions reduction activities and investments by liable entitities 

If you represent a liable entity: 

Has your company undertaken emissions reduction activities or investments in anticipation 
of a carbon price?    

Do you expect that your company will undertake emissions reduction activities or 
investments in response to a carbon price during the next three years? 

 

 Share % 

  Yes No 

… already undertaken, in anticipation 
of a carbon price 

69% 31% 

… expect to undertake in the next 
three years 

84% 16% 

Number of respondents: 32 
 

 Share % 

No target 4% 

5% 70% 

10% 9% 

15% 9% 

20% 8% 

25% 0% 

Other 0% 


